
Staying on top of tank levels
Omnisyst S.p.A. is an Italian industrial waste management 
company headquartered in Sant’Angelo Lodigiano with branches 
in Turin, Verona and Florence. 

In order to offer their customers state-of-the art, environmentally-friendly solutions,  
Omnisyst has introduced The Industrial Waste Advanced  Management concept. This 
innovative way of working offers companies customized solutions for waste collection 
and disposal and better insight into their business by ensuring a web-based tracking 
24 hours a day. Among the services that the company offers is the possibility of being 
constantly updated on the filling level of liquid waste storage tanks. 

Business-critical processes 
“Our target is medium to large companies which focus on environmental issues and 
quality” explains Mrs. Laura Ficai, Engineer at Omnisyst. “Our added value comes 
from experience in the field, acquired in complex environments like for instance the 
chemical, pharmaceutical and cosmetic sectors. We are talking about processes that 
need careful monitoring at every stage, where procedures are well-defined and must 
be observed with care and attention, and where any breach can have repercussions on 
the company, and not only on a financial level.”

Omnisyst assists their clients in every stage of waste management: disposal, transport, 
documentation, technical support, management, and process control.

The Netbiter solution monitors wastewater tanks

One of Omnisyst’s customers is a major Italian manufacturer and distributor of 
electrical supplies for the civil, industrial and commercial sectors. Omnisyst has taken 
charge of the monitoring of the phosphor-degreasing process with washing in several 
basins and the removal of liquid waste. 

“This is a delicate task, which requires large storage tanks for the waste liquids. We 
were asked to look into automating the supervision of the liquid waste disposal,” says 
Laura Ficai. 
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Benefits
m	Access to real-time data about 
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m	No need to manually monitor tank 
levels
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The customer wanted to implement a remote management 
system for the three 15-cubic-meter tanks installed for the 
storage of liquid waste. 

The advantage of this system is having a constant overview 
of the tank levels, which gives a much better control over the 
process. 

 
“We contacted EFA Automazione and they suggested the 
Netbiter solution from HMS Industrial Networks. What 
particularly attracted us was the email reporting and the 
continuous overview of tank levels,” says Laura Ficai.

How it works

Netbiter gateways are connected  to three different probes 
— two ultrasound probes and one which measures the on-off 
status. The probes detect the tank levels and the empty/full 
status. 

The data is sent to the Netbiter Argos data center which the 
customer can access using a regular web browser to see 
all parameters of the tank. Alarms are sent whenever the 
tanks reach certain levels. “EFA Automazione illustrated the 
potential of the Netbiter Argos portal, which basically gives 
us a complete overview of the tank levels,” says Laura Ficai. 
“Based on the results obtained, we can say this is an added 
value particularly appreciated by the end customer.” 

The technical assistance provided to Omnisyst has been 
excellent according to Laura Ficai. “The EFA Automazione 
representative accompanied us in every phase. He came to 
our office and attended the meetings we had with our client, 
helping us explain what we were planning to install and how 
it would work. He also helped us configure the portal in the 
most effective way.” 

Benefits gained

Just a few months after installation, the advantages of the 
Netbiter system are apparent. Manual checking of the 
tank levels is no longer necessary, because the system is 
constantly checking the thresholds and directly sends email 
alerts when the tanks are approaching full levels. 

“At that point it will be us at Omnisyst contacting the disposal 
supplier, closing the entire cycle. And most importantly, the 
company will not need to appoint a person just to control the 
tank levels,” concludes to Laura Ficai.
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Learn more on www.netbiter.com or  
www.omnisyst.it


